Overview of the Worship Scripts
from Dr. Marcia McFee
My first career was in professional dance. But you don’t have to be a professional
dancer to know the freedom of dancing… well, at least the freedom of dancing when no
one is watching! Each of us has our own “groove.” What’s yours? Head-bopping? Hip
swinging? Shuffle? Slide? The Easter season is a time of “coming out of the tombs.” In
a year like we’ve had in 2020-2021, the tombs of death, economic loss, grief and unrest
are obvious. Yet some tombs we need to emerge from are of our own making and we
ask ourselves, “what holds us back from claiming our freedom to really LIVE and to
dance our dances fully?” No matter what confines us, the Easter message is one that
offers the courage for new starts.
This series features umbrellas as what I call an “anchor image.” Gene Kelly sang, “the
sun’s in my heart and I’m ready for love,” as
he danced in the rain. Nothing could
“dampen” his spirit. Indeed it is daring to
dance when pain still exists in the world. And
yet, like the “Jerusalema” dance craze that
has lifted so many hearts in the pandemic,
when we dare to dance together in spite of
the pain, we proclaim our readiness, courage,
and celebration of the love that has, and will,
Hear the composer talk about the spirituality of the
get us through.
song HERE
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One of my favorite country songs (yes, I am a fan of country music!) is “I Hope You
Dance” by Lee Ann Womack. I used this song in a sermon for an ordination service at
an Annual Conference some years ago. It is a wonderful commissioning/blessing
song… “If you get the chance to sit it out or to dance, I hope you’ll dance.” Can you just
imagine Jesus saying these words to the still-confused-and-scared disciples during one
of his post-resurrection appearances?! Even though Easter comes and we are called to
live as “Easter people” with no fear of death, this is not always an easy thing for us to
do, especially in times of great anxiety. But sometimes we have to just let the dance
take us… to allow God’s joy to invade our reality. This is why I call this season “Dare to
Dance Again.” Dare to dance, even in the midst of fear and suffering. Dare to dance an
Easter dance of the promise of resurrection.
I am so grateful to WDS Associate, Glenna
Shepherd, for her work and collaboration
with me on compiling and creating
resources for this series. A long-time
worship artist, pastor, and friend, she
brought such depth and joy as she helped
flesh out this work!
And I am so grateful for all that you, my
friends, pastors, worship teams, have been
doing to stay connected to your
congregants in this difficult time. I pray for
your strength and health and that the vitality of life enter you in ways you cannot explain
or fathom. If you’ve found your desire for dancing lacking lately, dare to dance again
with the assurance that sometimes if we put one foot in front of the other in the
presence of other daring dancers, we’ll eventually “catch the Spirit” of new birth: the
Pentecost Spirit.
Peace & Passion,
Dr. Marcia McFee, Creator and Visionary, Worship Design Studio
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The Series Materials
This 8-week series is designed to give you everything you need—all words, hymn and
song suggestions, leader introductions, etc. If this is your first time to use our materials,
please know that we expect that you will adapt this fit your context. Not all ideas will
work everywhere and you will change our wording to fit the way you speak, making it
your own. You may nee to fit this to your current order of worship–you can easily lift any
of the suggested material out of these scripts and place it in your more familiar
structure.
This overview will give you a sense of what’s included each week in the order of
worship. The package also includes ideas for Visuals and Media, ideas for children and
youth, ways to incorporate dance and dance videos, as well as a logo and video trailer
you can use for publicity (or call it “evangelism” if you want).
The order of worship is the same each week. This goes with the concept I teach that
repetition is a good thing and a solid foundation is necessary in order to be creative
within it. Doing series can give you the opportunity to try on a slightly different order of
worship or a different way of doing an element of the service for a season but keep it
the same during that season, therefore offering some sense of familiarity and a rhythm.
We have included a communion prayer separately from the scripts so you can fit that in
whenever you have communion. If you do communion weekly, adapt my scripts by
using that script as a model for how you might edit according to the theme each week.
As always, adapt the communion prayer to fit your tradition.

A “heads up” for your planning:
There is an Easter service included in this series. Especially on Easter, please adapt
our script to include your own beloved Easter traditions. In times of distress, it is
important to include familiar things even if you are still doing them in unfamiliar ways
(although online worship has become fairly familiar by now). The Visual Ideas document
has wonderful how-to links to make Easter door “wreaths” using umbrellas. Start
thinking ahead about how to facilitate this beautiful Easter project!
The service for the 4th Week of Easter (April 25, 2021) contains some elements to help
you also observe Earth Day!
The 6th Week of Easter (May 9, 2021) has suggestions for youth to be the main
leaders of the day so you may want to get them started preparing early so they can do
fun things like creating their own “Jerusalema” dance challenge video! You may also
want to insert a Mother’s Day tribute and a blessing for graduating seniors.
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THE ORDER OF WORSHIP
Prelude
Welcome
GATHERING OUR STRENGTH
Threshold
This concept of a “threshold moment” that I teach introduces people to the journey and
the theme of the day at the beginning of the service so that everything is seen through
that lens. The theme song, verbal synopses and call to worship helps us to orient
ourselves to a different aspect of the overarching theme each week.
Here is an example of the Call:
Face this new day, even when you aren’t sure..
People: We lift up our heads to meet the day.
Get ready for life, for life is all around.
We fortify our hearts with compassion and action.
If rain still lingers, open the umbrellas of hope and set out anyway.
For we are called to dance again!
The theme song for this series is called “Dare to Dance.” It is by my friend (and fellow
Interplayer) Trish Watts and her collaborator Monica O’Brien. They generously gave us
permission to have Chuck Bell make a piano arrangement of this song and Chuck has
created audio tracks to use if you are still meeting virtually and need that kind of
assistance. You can listen to the melody of the theme song in the second half of the
Series Trailer. Here are the words:
Dare to dance with dreamers, sing their song,
Dare to dance their stories, sing out strong.
Dare to dance with freedom your whole life long,
Dare to dance again!

Opening Song of Praise
We have chosen hymns for more “traditional/classic” worship and songs for more
“modern/contemporary” worship as suggestions. But you can also feel free to adapt our
suggestions if you choose. Just look at the hymns/songs we have chosen and try to find
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something that keeps the “essence of the message” but is something more beloved by
your congregation. Here is the key to the abbreviations of songbooks we use:
Chalice = Chalice Hymnal
GTG = Glory to God Hymnal
NCH = New Century Hymnal
UMH = United Methodist Hymnal
FWS/STF = The Faith We Sing/Sing the Faith Songbooks
W&R = Worship & Rejoice! Songbook
W&S = Worship & Song Songbook
VU = Voiced United Hymnal
Songselect = CCLI website
A reminder for pandemic adapted in-person worship. You may decide to keep utilizing
your new skills of virtual singing compilations to show on a projection screen or wall
even when you begin to worship in the church once more. Or invite people to meditate
on the words as you have a soloist or small ensemble, safely-distanced, sing the music.
Please follow all local and denominational guidelines for singing. Unfortunately, it is one
of the most dangerous acts we do for spreading the virus.

Prayer
Each week includes a short opening prayer that you can have one person lead or
choose to use unison speaking (we recommend you keep unison speaking to a
minimum if you are worshiping in-person during pandemic).

Affirming the Peace Among Us
We suggest you use a “wave” to pass the peace. Besides keeping people safely in their
places if you are in-person and still in pandemic, it becomes a kind of “dance” in and of
itself! The theme song refrain can close out the peace and signal a shift to the next
section.

LEARNING THE STEPS
A Story for All Ages
(Children’s Time)
I’ve borrowed a phrase from our Unitarian Universalist siblings. “A Story for All Ages” is
what many of their churches call a time when a story is shared that engages all ages,
including children. Glenna has chosen a “dreamer” for each week and a format that
works fine if children stay right where they are in the worship space–another safety
measure that we probably need to keep in place this season (2021). We have included
the writing of a phrase each week on a “prayer umbrella” (see the Visual Ideas
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document to see an example of using markers on an umbrella). If you are still
worshiping online, you can encourage folks at home to write on their own prayer
umbrella, adding words and phrases over the course of the season.

A Story for the Ages
(Scripture)
This series is based on the Revised Common Lectionary readings and we have chosen
two for each week. This could be done by two different readers. If you are doing “hybrid”
worship with some people at home and others in the worship space, consider using
video for one of the readings from someone who is still worshiping at home so you keep
the sense that we are “all together” and leadership is coming from near and far!

Sounds of Resurrection
(Anthem)
We have made suggestions for each week for choral anthems. But we also know that
you may have other instrumental or vocal ensembles and solos that would be better for
your community. Adapt, adapt, adapt. And watch the Worship Design Studio “Shared
Videos” space to see what offerings by other WDS churches doing this series may be
available to use!

Sermon
Because this series is based on RCL Year B, there will be lots of good commentary out
in the world to help you each week. We make suggestions in the script each week for
the kind of local/community “dreamer” you might want to feature as a story in your
sermon. And in our “Dare to Dance Fodder” document, we make suggestions about
ending each sermon with the introduction to the next section–a video of the week
featuring some inspiring dance example to lift the spirits!

Dancing for All We’re Worth
(Video of the Week)
There are SO many great videos being shared out in the world of people dancing during
pandemic. Generally, if they are being shared on social media, we believe they are
good to go for sharing in worship. There are a few special videos that we are featuring
in our suggestions that we are seeking special permission for you to use. All this
information is in the “Dare to Dance Fodder” document.
We have also created a document about creating dances for worship and using dance
as an outlet for expression. Depending on the folks in your church, you may have the
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opportunity to invite dancers to create something at some point in the series or to invite
people to make their own “Jerusalema” dance challenge videos to share!

THE BODY MOVES IN RESPONSE
Prayers of the People
Prayers in this series are scripted as two sections: prayers of thanksgiving and prayers
of petition, laced with a sung prayer refrain that speaks directly to our theme, “Teach Me
to Dance” by Graham Kendrick. This usually uptempo song can be done more slowly
with a more lyrical feel to fit the prayer mode. Glenna has written a new second verse
that positions the theology squarely in the Easter Season:
Teach me to pray in the power of Easter,
following Christ in a life resurrected,
teach me to act with compassion and justice,
teach me to dance with the beat of your heart.

Offering Our Resources and our Energy
This is a moment when you can connect the focus of daring to bring renewed energy
into the world through the offering. Of course, even if you are back in your sanctuaries,
this may just be a moment of reminding folks where/how to give, thanking them, and
highlighting some ministry of the church rather than “passing the plates.”

[Communion]
On weeks when your community would normally have a ritual of communion, insert
language from the separate “Communion Setting - Dare to Dance” document. As
always, adapt for your tradition. A communion liturgy resides within the Easter service
script since Easter in 2021 falls on the first Sunday of the month. If you are doing this
series in another year and will not have communion, feel free to edit.

STEPPING OUT
Song for Stepping Out
The closing song is an exclamation point on the theme for the day.
Again, always adapt for your context as needed.
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Benediction
The blessing at the end of the service has a unique beginning each week and a
repeated ending that goes like this:
And may the Loving God,
Risen Christ,
and Dancing Spirit
fill you with all you need
for the days ahead.
And all God’s people said,
“Amen!"

Postlude and/or Benediction Song Reprise
Go directly to a Postlude or repeat the “Dare to Dance” theme song!

I hope this helps you get an at-a-glance feel for the scripts!
If you haven’t purchased the series yet (free to WDS members), click HERE
To see other WDS series available for purchase a la carte, click HERE
If you’d like to get access to ALL our series (by far the best value),
check out a Worship Design Studio subscription HERE
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